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Indefinite and reflexive pronouns worksheets

El-Sayed Ramadan •Possessive Pronouns, Reflective Pronouns, Personal Pronouns, Homophones Homophones are words that ring the same, but have different spellings and meanings. Some examples of homophone pairs include reading/reed, recording/right, and your/there. Some pronouns and pronoun/verb...
130,773 Reflective Pronouns , Personal Pronouns This spreadsheet was created for elementary/elementary school students. The most common relative pronouns are who/who, whoever, who is, who, who, who. This English feature asks students to read th... 8 26.202 Elem •Possessive Pronouns, Reflective Pronouns,
Personal Pronouns This spreadsheet was created for elementary/elementary school students. The most common relative pronouns are who/who, whoever, who is, who, who, who. This English feature asks students to read th... 9 22.248 Elem •Grammar » Reflective pronouns This worksheet is about reflective pronouns. I
made it very simple for beginning students. This explains what a reflective pronoun is and students can practice doing so. It's q... 19 44.601 Beg I used this song to practice/ make students notice how subjects, objects and possessive pronouns are used in English as some struggle with her/her and he/he in subject-verb-
object. There's... 9 18,687 Reflective pronouns 9 18,687 Preint •Grammar » Reflective pronouns This is a very simple spreadsheet for reviewing reflective and emphatic pronouns. There is a brief explanation followed by 2 activities in which students are asked to say which pronouns in sen ... 8 29,456 Reflective pronouns
8 29,456 Pre-Intint •Grammar » Reflective pronouns This is a spreadsheet for reviewing reflective pronouns at the pre-intermediate level. There are 2 different exercises in which students are asked to fill in the gaps with an appropriate reflective pronoun and ... 13 50.384 ElemPre-Int •Reflective pronouns, film + video +
cartoons This spreadsheet deals with reflective pronouns and consists of a table on subject pronouns and their reflective equivalents, a small gap-filling exercise and a truly fake video activity in a hilar... 14 41.469 Pre-IntInt •Possessive Pronouns, Reflective Pronouns, Personal Pronouns This is a spreadsheet for review
of pronouns and determinants at the pre-intermesiary level. There is a brief explanation at the top of the page followed by 3 different activities to follow. ... 14 18.047 Pre-Intint •Reflective Pronouns, ESL songs to teach Hi English to everyone! I used this song as an end of class for my teens and to review reflective verbs
(we had just done so in class). The song includes a variety of different activities - ... 4 99528 Pre-IntIntAdvExam •Reflexive pronouns, verb, ESL songs to teach English This is a very diverse English review. You'll find the lyrics to Kiss with a Fist by Florence and The Machine and some pronunciation exercises, of verbs,
reflexive prounouns, quant ... 9 9 9,383 Int •Possessive Pronouns, Reflective Pronouns, Personal Pronouns A Grammar Aid for ESL/EFL students. Em Em one sentence you can review the main pronouns and possessives of the English language. There is room for students to write in a translation on their ... 11 16.065
ElemPre-IntIntAdvExam •Degrees of Comparison, Possessive Case, Reflective Pronouns, Etiquette Questions In this file I explain 15 grammar rules at a basic level. Each rule of grammar is on a different page. When you explain a rule to your students, you can support your theory by giving them one of these... 21 17.375
ElemPre-IntInt •Possessive Pronouns, Reflective Pronouns, Personal Pronouns You Can Practice Subject, Object, Possessive Pronouns, Reflective Pronouns, and Possessive Adjectives at the Same Time. Read the sentences carefully and choose the best pronoun to complete them. The... 10 49.124 Pre-Int •Passive
Voice, Reflective Pronomes Here is a very complete spreadsheet. Guided Notes Causative Construction: use, tense, examples. Negatives, questions... O. PDF file includes a writing exercise (choosing the correct option, we ... 23 45.772 IntAdv •Grammar » Reflexive Pronouns Corrected Pronouns / Editable
Spreadsheets in Reflective Pronouns containing a simple grammar guide to help students with the tasks that are proposed on the second page. It can be used as homework or cla... 34 70.302 Int •Grammar » Reflective Pronouns We use reflective pronouns to show that we are talking about the same person or thing.
They are used: after certain verbs (kill, cut, behave, burn, enjoy, hurt, look, teach, etc...) whe ... 67 97.051 Index elem content 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, Adult Education, HomeschoolPage 2 Reflective Pronouns are pronouns that refer to the object of the sentence or clause. Reflective pronouns include; i, yourself,
yourself, ourselves, ourselves, ourselves and themselves. These Reflective Pronoun worksheets are for beginner and intermediate level students. Our reflective pronouns spreadsheets are free to download and easily accessible in PDF format. Use these reflective pronoun worksheets at school or at home. Notes K-5
Reflective Pronouns Here is a graphical preview for all reflective pronouns worksheets in kindergarten, 1st grade, 2nd grade, 3rd grade, 4th grade and 5th grade Reflective Pronoun Worksheets. Click on the image to view our PDF spreadsheet. Notes 6-12 Reflective Pronouns Here is a graphical preview for all reflective
pronouns spreadsheets of 6th grade, 7th grade, 8th grade, 9th grade, 10th grade, 11th grade and 12th series Reflective Pronouns Worksheets. Click on the image to view our PDF spreadsheet. Worksheet.
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